Intruder Alarms are common in buildings to meet insurance company requirements and to protect the building and its contents by detecting unauthorised access. Typically, Intruder Alarms are specified as being Grade 1 to 4, but what does this mean?

Grade 1 is for an installation with a low risk of theft. The property is not likely to attract intruders. It is assumed that a thief is likely to be opportunistic rather than bothering to plan things in advance. It is assumed that an intruder is simply going to break open a door. Grade 2 is for a slightly higher risk of theft. The property is likely to have something of interest to an experienced thief. In this case the intruder is expected to have some knowledge of how alarm systems work and possibly carry some tools to allow him to overcome a simple alarm system.

Grade 3 is for a reasonably substantial risk property. There is good reason to assume it may be broken into and might well contain objects of high value. An intruder is likely to gain access by penetrating doors, windows or other openings. The thief could be very experienced with intruder alarm systems and possess a number of tools and equipment to overcome the system. Grade 4 is for very high-risk properties. Intruders could be expected to plan a burglary in advance and have the knowledge and equipment to alter parts of the intruder alarm system to prevent detection. It is assumed that the intruder could gain access by penetration of floors, walls and ceilings. The intruder is unlikely to be working alone.

Supplementary Grading

- In addition to the 4 main levels, supplementary grading (A-D) is issued for the type of notification. This is covered in February’s Spotlight.

What is the Practical difference between the grades?

- All components within an alarm system must be certified to the required grade. This includes control panels, power supplies and motion detectors etc. An alarm is graded to its lowest graded item of equipment e.g. a grade 3 system with a grade 2 door contact is limited to grade 2.

- A key difference between grades is the type of movement sensors used. Grade 3 sensors must be able to detect masking i.e. something being placed over the sensor lens. Grade 4 movement sensors should be able to detect range reduction, i.e. something blocking part of the detectors field of view. Other differences relate to P.S.U’s and anti tamper protection etc.

Who Decides What Grade?

- As a result of an Office of Fair Trading ruling, the Association of British Insurers stopped insurance companies determining the grade of an alarm system. As a consequence, grades are now determined by Alarm Installation companies following a comprehensive risk assessment.
Communication Systems
- Intercoms & Telephone Systems
- Electronic Signage
- Radio Printing & 2 way radios
- Nurse Call
- Public Address
- Fire Alarm Voice Evacuation
- Background Music
- Doctor/ Reception/ Patient Call
- Refuge Intercoms
- Queuing Systems

TV/ Radio/ Satellite
- Home Entertainment
- Networking Voice / Data Systems
- IRS – TV/Radio/Satellite

DDA Compliance
- Induction Loops and Infra Red Systems for the Hearing Impaired installed in Reception desks, Multi Purpose Rooms, Function Rooms, Churches, Classrooms
- Refuge Area Communication Systems
- Soundfield Systems for Schools, Colleges
- Accessible Alarms for toilets, showers, changing rooms
- Automatic Door Operators

Security Systems
- Intruder
- Personal / Staff Attack
- CCTV
- Access Control
- Door Automation
- Automatic Gates/ Barriers

Specialist Solutions for:
- Academies, Colleges and Schools
- Announcements / Class Change Signals
- Projectors and Bulbs
- Sound Systems - portable & fixed
- Special Effects Lighting
- Interactive Whiteboards – SMART & Promethean
- Security & Safety
- Electronic Signage & Messaging TV
- Data & Computer Networks
- Specialist Equipment & Furniture
- Disposal of Redundant Electric/ Electronic Equipment
- Synchronised Time Clocks
- TV & Satellite Systems

Maintenance
- Fully comprehensive
- Labour only
- Yearly check
- For 1/ 3/ 5 years
- Maintenance agreements and repair facilities offered on systems not installed by ACS

Corporate Solutions
- Training Room AV Equipment
- Lecture Theatre AV Equipment
- Boardroom AV Equipment
- Conference Room AV Equipment
- AMX Control Systems
- Electronic Signage & Messaging TV
- Synchronised Clocks